Release Notes - Piero v16 – October 2020

PIERO SPORTS GRAPHICS
Version 16
Release Notes

What’s New
New Graphics

Arrows, Magnifier, Text and Pitch Zone

New Arrow shapes including
chevron and fish-bone.

New Magnifier backgrounds New scalable text backgrounds
inlude monochrome, blur
open the door to using
and pixelate.
different shaped backgrounds
that also incorporate text.

New Pitch Zone graphics
including Assist V and 5 lanes for
soccer, as well as custom zones
for American Football, Basketball,
Baseball and Ice Hockey.

New Filter Effect

Focus attention on an area of play, blur, darken or render black and white
the image outside the selected zone
Use the Filter Effect as a new way to highlight an area of interest in the
image whilst blocking out visual distractions.

New Range Effect

Count up or down a pre-defined number range
Use the range effect to count up or down a number range. Define the
range yourself or link the effect to an effect with a measurement
component, like the Track. Add text before and after the range number
for context.

Virtual Presenter

Easier to set up, now includes audio passthrough and dynamic virtual
shadow
Film a presenter on a green screen and insert them into a scene in PIERO,
either real video or a 3D Stadium. With audio passthrough it’s now easier
than ever to use. Quickly add a shadow to the presenter for more realism

Asset Manager

Insert, mass-import/export and back-up your PIERO visual-assets
Access the Asset Manager from the Launcher to quickly add graphical assets to PIERO, with helpful in-app guidance
available on sizes and formats. Export all your visual assets and import them in back into another PIERO system quickly,
enabling fast visual standardisation across multiple systems. Use the tool to back up your assets too and provide files
to Tech Support when needed.
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What’s New
UHD & HDR Support*
PIERO Broadcast and PIERO Live now support HDR and UHD. HLG and SLOG-3 are supported HDR formats. Effects are rendered
in HDR and use a HDR colour palette. UHD Quad-Link 3G-SDI support includes both two-sample interleave and square division.
UHD and HDR options are available on the Launcher.
*PIERO Broadcast and PIERO Live only. Excluding file workflows. PIERO M8 hardware required.

New 1st & 10 Solution

Add down and distance line markings semi-autonomously with animating feather and play clock

Down & Distance
Down & Distance Graphics
Add keyed down and distance lines, with a customisable feather,
play clock and 3rd down fill.
Red Zone, Scores, Logos, & Field Goal Line Graphics
Add even more keyed graphics, live, on any of the incoming feeds.
Easily customise the graphics to match team colours and
incorporate sponsorships. Switch between feeds and the graphics
remain in the correct position.

Red Zone
3 In 1 Out
Have 3 live camera feeds coming into PIERO, with 1 output.
Switch between inputs in the PIERO user interface. Inputs
are grouped with a calibration and key so each time you
switch, the graphics stay in place and remain keyed.
Scoreboard & DataLinQ Integration
Automatically position the Down & Distance lines for each
play using Daktronics/OES scoreboard feeds and a
DataLinQ server.

New Mira Integration

Gain workflow speed and flexibility when using PIERO Broadcast with Ross Video’s Abekas Mira

Browse and load Mira clips
from the PIERO user interface.

Record clips back into a dedicated bank on the Mira.
No editing needed.

Browse, preview and load clips from Mira directly in PIERO Broadcast’s user interface. Pair PIERO with a Mira replay
device to easily access clips created by replay operators. The PIERO operator can dress the selected clips with graphics
and edit the IN/OUT points before recording the clip back to the Mira. The clips are saved in a dedicated bank on the
Mira and no editing is required by the replay operator, they are ready for use.
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Improvements
3D Player Utility

General UI improvements.

Calibration

PIERO can now track on a live American Football feed. Hotkeys added to select American Football calibration points
in Live Mode. Live tracker improvements for other sports. Softball calibration model added to the Baseball sport and
CFL calibration model added to American Football. Calibration property sheet text now gives a better guide to how
each calibration type is used.

Caption track

Added arrow padding setting to change the distance between the arrow and the caption.

Colour palettes

Basketball SEC, American Football NFL and ACC colour palettes have been added to their respective sports.

Counter

3 new modes added: Markers with 3D text, Markers with 2D text and 2D Counters. Added the ability to change the
position of the text in relation to the background. Now has the option to add text before and after the count number.

Distance Arrow

Now has an option to hide the editing handles, useful when measuring short distances.

File Manager

The File Manager enables users of the PIERO M8 platform to easily set up FTP and SMB file sharing.

File Mode

Added support for reading ProRes files. Now using the latest Mainconcept codecs.

Key

View the key in monochrome using the Vectorscope keyer (Live mode).

Laser Eye

Use the animation tab to make it look like a player is scanning from one area to another and back.

Line-Up

Now available in Basketball, with Basketball specific positions.

Live Mode

Live Mode now supports 3 video inputs and one output. Video Input effect now added to all sports, use it to select
one of the 3 video inputs. Baseball now has Live mode. More effects added to Tennis. The user interface now shows
which calibration and key are selected.

Logo

Now has a curved option in all sports. The shadow is now keyed/not keyed along with the logo when the “keyed”
property is used.

Measurement (General)

40-yard dash time and 100-meter sprint time options added as units of measurement. New option to hide the unit
of measurement in the displayed text, useful when using a text background with text burnt in.

Memory

PIERO’s memory handling has been made more robust, improving the handling of large projects and providing
greater stability. A new memory usage indicator in PIERO’s UI indicates whether PIERO has enough memory for users
to continue working on their project safely. The traffic light colour coding indicates the different levels of usage.

Opta

Added Indian Soccer League and Scottish Premier League competitions.

Pitch Zone

New default pitch settings added.

SportsCode Integration

Old SportsCode importer deprecated in PIERO Club and replaced by import/export options on the video file property
sheet.

Stability

General stability improvements when working on large projects video files with long names.

Tactical Board

All Baseball pitch lines are now visible.

Timer

Added a minutes unit option.

Touch

PIERO Remote Touch auto-detects systems running the PIERO application and enables connection without the user
inputting the IP address of the system. Auto-reconnect added to PIERO Remote Touch, now attempts to reconnect
automatically if connection is lost. Trash on play options added to the Tracked Magnifier and 2D Circle effect.

User Interface

Improvements to effects’ property sheet tabs.

Virtual Run

Separate effect added to more easily create a virtual run, instead of using the Time Lapse effect.

Virtual Stadium

Swap between hoarding adverts using the property sheet. Indoor stadium floor textures now changeable from the
property sheet.

Wide Colour Gamut

Wide Colour Gamut support added.
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Bug Fixes
API

Fixed a bug causing effects added from 3rd party software using PIERO’s API to ignore the current preset.

Calibration

Fixed a bug causing the pitch dimensions recalled from a preset not to be displayed.

Caption Track

Fixed a bug causing PIERO to hang when adding an unsupported image type as an image caption.

Circle

Unticking the constrain property now unconstrains the circle.

Counter

Camera orientation properties have been reinstated on the effect’s property sheet. Interacting with different
properties no longer causes parts of the property sheet to become unresponsive.

Distance Arrow

The Distance Arrow now draws correctly and continues to function correctly when the 2D text property is selected.

File Mode

Anamorphic files stored at a resolution of 960x720 now read correctly in PIERO at their display
resolution,1280x720. h264 exports from PIERO no longer look desaturated. Fixed a bug causing the video file
property sheet to be blank on start-up in PIERO Club. DVCPROHD files now open with full file length available.

Logo

Fixed a bug causing the effects handles to appear at different sizes when in 2D mode. Also fixed a bug causing the
edges of the logo to glitch if one edge is transparent and the other opaque.

Pitch Zone

Presets now function correctly.

Spline Camera

The built-in preset positions are now correct.

Telestrator

The position of the telestrator now saves and loads correctly.

Text (General)

Text now animates correctly after being saved. Fixed a bug causing text to display incorrectly in UHD. Text size
changes correctly with perspective when the text is positioned in 3D in the image. Editing handles function correctly
in 2D mode.

Title Text

Backgrounds are easier to position and no longer get stretched.

Touch

Having many custom Billboard Markers no longer causes a video delay when in Touch mode. Using special characters
in Touch preset names no longer stops PIERO Remote Touch from displaying the available button icons. Any Touch
Presets created are now selectable in PIERO Remote Touch.

Virtual Stadium

Fixed a bug causing the court markings not to appear in the Basketball and Netball stadiums. Baseball Batter and
Catcher plate now look more realistic. Shadows in the Tennis stadium are now consistent, ground textures appear in
the correct position and the umpire’s chair displays correctly. Swapping between stadiums no longer causes the
Virtual Stadium property sheet to go blank. Handball goal nets now have transparency.
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